SIDE SHIFT SYSTEMS
For Hydraulic Gantry Systems

10 TON ROLLING LIFT LINK

- 10 ton capacity per link
- Short stroke cylinder and beam clamp
- Various cylinder lengths available
- Allows for fine adjustment and placement of loads

200 TON (50 ton per dolly) CYLINDER/CLAMP SYSTEM

- 50 ton Capacity per dolly pad
- Short stroke cylinder and beam clamp
- Various cylinder lengths available
- Allows for fine adjustment and placement of loads
- Continuous Power option available
- Can also be used as machinery moving dollies
- Also available in 400 ton capacity (100 tons per dolly)
400 TON (100 ton per dolly) CONTINUOUS POWER SYSTEM

- 100 ton Capacity per dolly pad
- Continuous hydraulically powered with integral brake
- Allows for fine adjustment and placement of loads
- Cylinder/Clamp option available
- Can also be used as powered machinery moving dollies

500 TON (125 ton per dolly) CONTINUOUS POWER SYSTEM

- 125 ton Capacity per dolly pad
- Continuous hydraulically powered with integral brake
- Allows for fine adjustment and placement of loads
- Cylinder/Clamp option available
- Can also be used as powered machinery moving dollies